
NOTE FOR FILE

Lu

1. The meeting suggested in Para I of s. eventually

took place at New Scotland Yard on Friday 30 August under

the joint chairmanship of Commander Rodger and F6.

Those present were:-

Bet Oh Supt Riby Jilson Vol 0 Squad

Bet Oh Supt Squad

Det Supt Dave (Bushy) Bicknell
Central Technical Resources

Bet Ch Insp Derek Kneale i/c Special
Demo Squad

Bet Insp

F6

F6

P3

Fl

1_7.!

2

E Squad

Commander Rodger explained that DOS Wilson had taken

over C &mad from DOS Rollo Watts but that the 'hair
ies

(SW) were now under the control of DS Bicknell in a

newly formed Central and Technical Resources Sect
ion

which also looks after technical operations.

The SDS is under DCI Kneale. The remaining functions

of C Squad and those of E Squad are as hitherto.

2. de went on to discuss penetration target by target
_

and ..iodcrer said
MM111 ..111 1 1P.3B had an paid agen s

working on long term 
pen.11.11 

of any Ultra, Black

A b tar et at all. They relied solely, on
the ability of police

officers to atten pt lc une ions of' orgarisations.

The only in depth coverage - and here it is only in

the Ultra Left field - is by means of their own 
offieers

in the Hairy Squad.thatt Rodger gave me "for my own

use" a list prepared the day before the meeting of targ
ets

at that time penetrated by the Hairy Squad.)
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5. In the Arab field MPSB use the front—door technique
only. They make regular visits to the various
Embassies and quite naturally nick up but little of
value in the terrorist field. L'L;

[ explained the criteria
used to decide what to pass on to E B for action. .

6. de touched briefly on , but did
not go into detail since Comman er dodger told. 'me the
situation was likely to change in a day or two and he ;
would prefer to give me the details then on a "man to
man" basis. He would say no more but accepted our
noint that our interest in protecting his agent '-
was as great as his own. This led to a more
general discussion on the protection of agent material
and explained yet again/F4/Police
reporting system with its attendant paper work. '

EtRodger agreed that could discuss this in
greater detail with Bicknell and if various
administrative problems connected with the processing
of agent reports within S,.otland Yard itself could -
be sorted out, start such a system. off for dealing.4.: , •
with the product of Hairly Squad operations.

•
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NOT TO R7 Tjr7NTION'71)
W7THOUT PRIOR RWERENCE
TO F6. NO REFERENCE
OUTSIDE TR1 OFFICE
TINDER ANY CIRCUMSTANC7S.

International Socialist
Workers Revolutionnry Partv
Workers Fight

plarchist4Alternative Society Gripcs.

General

Stop all Racialist Tours.

Organisations penetrated, but to a lesser degree.
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